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Cedric and Kat are finally back in Caelum with Liv. Liv only comes with
the hope of saving her brother while Kat and Cedric try to free their
families, overthrow Malquin, and return Caelum back to normal. On
Earth, the Knights of Valere are going missing, or showing up dead.
Merek, Shannon, and Joe are the only ones who know what’s going
on and are trying to find a way to stop their world from ending while
Liv is in Caelum. Eventually the crew reunites and must combine their
quests in order to save both of the worlds suffering from the portals
that have been opened. Moments before a slew of deaths, they are
able to save the worlds and turn back some of Malquin’s misdeeds, but
not without long-reaching effects for the worlds’ futures.
Overall, this second and final book of the Marked Girl series is
engaging, enjoyable, and a continuation on the fast-paced and fun
urban fantasy novel that began the story. The reader continues with
the characters introduced in the first book and is able to see the
development of traits as they grow and mature, as well as learn new
things about new worlds and their own place and possibilities in them.
Though the plot and scenes can jump a bit, this adds to the end-ofthe-world and chaos effect, letting readers feel the displacement being
described. Whether this was intentional or not, its effect is apparent.
As with the first novel, there is quite a bit of violence, blood, and
death, though nothing overly graphic or detailed that would cause
serious alarm for readers over thirteen. The Broken World is a good
wrap up and ending to an entertaining urban-fantasy series.
*Contains moderate violence.
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